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Notice of Serious Incident 

 

Date of Incident:9/1/2022  

Date Received by DCCECE: 9/6/2022 

 

Facility Name: Youth Home, Inc. 

Facility Number: 128 

Facility Type: Residential 

Incident Type: Licensing 

Report Description: Incident Report for Date of Incident: 
09/01/22 at 11:50am This incident took place in the Gymnasium here on the Youth Home 
campus Description of Incident: Suicidal, Threat to Safety Staff Involved: Allison Tucker, 
Ben Malone, Jacqueline Wheeler, Michael Vasilj, Elizabeth Larson, Richelle Moen, Justice 
Taggert, Christian Spratt, Robert Page, Erika Henthorne Events Leading: Client pulled his 
face mask behind his neck trying to choke himself. Staff managed to loosen the face mask 
and take it away from client. He started walking towards the gym exit. Staff attempted to 
verbally de-escalate client and redirect him away from the exit. Client walked out the gym 
door anyway, and staff initiated a personal restraint for safety. 11:50am Personal Restraint 
Client struggled against the personal restraint and demanded to be let go. Staff verbally de-
escalated client, and client continued to struggle and demand to be released. Client made 
threats to kill himself. 11:57am Personal Restraint End Client continued to struggle against 
personal restraint and said he could be let go. Since verbal de-escalation efforts were not 
working at this time, and client was moved to Unlocked Seclusion. 11:58am Unlocked 
Seclusion Client was released from personal restraint into unlocked seclusion. 11:59am 
Unlocked Seclusion End Client started banging his head on the wall in the seclusion room. 
Staff initiated another personal restraint for safety. 12:00pm Personal Restraint Client 
struggled against personal restraint. He made statements that he wanted to kill himself and 
staff. He also said he wanted to go to acute. Staff continued verbal de-escalation. 12:06pm 
Personal Restraint End Client became tearful and apologetic for "being so mean." He said 
he didn't know why he did the things he does and said he was tired of feeling angry and sad. 
Client contracted for safety and agreed to walk to the house with staff. Staff released him 
from personal restraint. 1:30pm Patient Debriefing: Other than complaints of a sore right 
wrist, which he reported to nursing staff, client had no concerns about the incident and said 



 
 

 

he did not know if there was anything staff could have done differently. He said he's been 
having suicidal thoughts because he's been feeling sad the last few days and wants to go 
home. 12:05pm Nursing Face to Face: Pt is calmer. Pt states that his arms are sore where 
the staff had him in ahold. Assessed his arms bilaterally. No swelling, bruising, or injury 
noted. Pt has full rage of motion. Pt supported his weight on his arms to get off the floor 
without distress. Pt refused need for PRN pain meds at this time. No issues/ injuries noted. 
Walked to Sturgis house without restriction . Guardian, , was notified on 
09/01/22 at 12:46pm Patient Injuries according to UM Debriefing: Pt states that his arms 
are sore where the staff had him in ahold. Assessed his arms bilaterally. No swelling, 
bruising, or injury noted. Pt has full rage of motion. Pt supported his weight on his arms to 
get off the floor without distress. Follow-Up to injury: Pt refused need for PRN pain meds at 
this time. No issues/ injuries noted. Walked to Sturgis house without restriction 

 

Interim Action Narrative:  

 

 

Maltreatment Narrative:                                                                 Outcome:  

 

 

Licensing Narrative: On 9/1/22 client  became dysregulated and attempted to choke 
himself with his facemask. Staff were able to prevent client from doing this.  placed in 
seclusion and in multiple restraints. was eventually able to calm down without further 
incident. Client remains at facility.  




